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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
INDUSTRIAL FANS

 The glass industry requires machines especially designed and adapted to their processes. FANS used are primordial elements to guarantee a good
productivity. Each FAN must ensure very special & severe requirements. 
Each industrial fan supplied by EOLE ENGINEERING is designed to suit perfectly his application: Glass furnace, annealing lehrs, cooling, exhaust,
tempering … 
For each application, you will find a corresponding product in the EOLE ENGINEERING range. 
The EOLE ENGINEERING know-how is universally recognized.

FANS for GLASS FURNACE and TIN-BATH 
The combustion air quantity control for the furnace burners, is an essential variable to guarantee the stability and efficiency of the furnace. 
The lifetime of the furnace and the tin-bath, depends directly to the efficiency of walls cooling. The reliability of EOLE ENGINEERING FANS is a
guaranty of maximum lifetime.

 

FANS for ANNEALING LEHR 
The annealing lehr requires fans working in different areas: first at high temperature and then gradually to lower temperature according to the size of
the float. In this process, the cooling of glass is fundamental: this is why EOLE ENGINEERING develops and designs FANS specially adapted to this
application: temperatures of the vehiculed fluids: up to 650 ° C and very hot ambient conditions.

FANS for GLASS TEMPERING : 
The process of glass tempering requires the use of FANS designed to resist on frequent speed variation cycles combined with very frequent variations
of pressure in the machine. 
Working cycles are very short, sometime about a few seconds, but very frequent. This involves phenomena of fatigue of the various elements of fans.
It is thus imperative to control perfectly the design of the machine and to evaluate the lifetime of it.
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